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1. Introduction
IPCC's Fourth Assessment Report noted that climate
has changed since pre-industrial times. The changes
since the mid-20th century are ‘very likely’ due to
human activities, in particular those that lead to
greenhouse-gas emissions. Many regions and countries
have characteristics that make them vulnerable to the
effects of climate change, which include increasing
land and ocean temperatures, sea level rise, and the
increase in frequency and severity of several extreme
weather events. Climate change inflicts loss and
damage on these countries' economies, livelihoods,
coastal infrastructure, ecosystems and food and water
supplies. Increased loss and damage is projected with
further increasing GHG emissions.

…the context of this report
is that UNFCCC has
decided to explore a range
of approaches including
an international
mechanism to address loss
and damage.
Ultimately, the scale of climate-change impacts will
depend upon the timing and scale of efforts to reduce
emissions over the next decades and to adapt to
climate change, as well as a range of other and local
factors. This makes the quantification of loss and
damage from future climate change challenging.
Nevertheless, much is known about the types and scale
of impacts experienced today and those that can be
expected in different regions in the future under
different scenarios. Our understanding today already
shows the need for an international response to
address loss and damage and the context of this report
is that UNFCCC has decided1 to explore a range of
approaches including an international mechanism to
address loss and damage.

1
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http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2011/cop17/eng/09a02.pdf

To systemize the response of the international
community within the climate change negotiations,
proposals have been made including the establishment
of an international mechanism to address loss and
damage. One question informing the loss and damage
discussion is to what extent can loss and damage from
climate change be quantified, and to what extent can
these losses and damages be linked to anthropogenic
forcing?
This paper considers:
•
•
•

Expected impacts at different warming
thresholds of 1.5, 2 and 4°C above preindustrial.
Risks of loss and damage from these impacts
The state of attribution science and the degree
to which it is now possible to link impacts
directly to human forcing of the climate.

In this paper, we conclude that several slow-onset
events, notably heat waves and also precipitation
extremes, can be attributed to human-induced climate
change. As warming intensifies in the coming decades,
attribution of the impacts of these events will become
statistically more significant. Attribution science is
rapidly developing and thus over the same period
methods and models will improve drastically.
Given the uneven distribution of GHG emissions and
projected climate change impacts, even an imperfect
quantification of loss and damage from extreme
weather events and slow-onset events can inform an
assessment of the extent to which nations most
responsible for global warming should assist other
nations in coping with climate change impacts, with
the associated adaptation costs, and with approaches
to manage impacts that go beyond adaptation capacity
and hence lead to loss and damage1,2.
In Sections 2 and 3 we will briefly reflect on the policy
discussions and explain concepts related to loss and
damage, for framing our assessment of recent scientific
information required to inform the discussion on loss
and damage, presented in Sections 4 and 5.
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…even an imperfect
quantification of loss and
damage from extreme
weather events and slowonset events can inform an
assessment of the extent to
which nations most
responsible for global
warming should assist
other nations in coping
with climate change
impacts…
2. Implication
climate policy

for

Parties to the UN
Framework Convention on
Climate Change have
agreed to consider at
COP18 in Doha
recommendations for the
role of the Convention in
addressing loss and
damage.

international

Extreme weather events, such as droughts, heat waves,
floods, cyclones and hurricanes, can cause great
physical, economic or social havoc on societies. The
number of several types of weather extremes is
increasing due to climatic change3, yet the associated
costs is hardly accounted for in cost-benefit analysis for
global climate policy1,4. Similarly, sea level rise and
ocean
acidification
from
increasing
GHG
concentrations, are also impacting vulnerable countries
and ecosystems. Quantifying projected loss and
damage from these phenomena over time, or at
various temperature thresholds, gives an indication of
the economic, social and cultural burden imposed by
increasing GHG emissions.
Conceptually, loss and damage result when impacts
exceed adaptive capacity, or outpace local adaptive
development,
even
when
strengthened
by
(guaranteed) international funding. The greater the
investment in adaptation and the mitigation of
emissions, the less loss and damage that will be
suffered. For some regions, adaptation efforts will only
be able to address a small portion of the loss and
damage that will be suffered from the impacts of
climate change, as illustrated further on in this paper.

4

Quantification of future loss and damage from
projected climate change impacts will assist countries
in making decisions related to adaptation investments.
The international community needs such information
as well, when considering how to minimize loss and
damage through adaptation and mitigation, and how
to address the needs of vulnerable countries where the
avoidance of loss and damage is not possible.

In the international climate change negotiations,
Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change have agreed to consider at COP18 in Doha
recommendations for the role of the Convention in
addressing loss and damage (Decision 1/CP.16)2. This
will include, according to the decision taken at COP17
in Durban (Decision 7/CP.17)3, the exploration of "a
range of possible approaches and potential
mechanisms, including an international mechanism, to
address loss and damage". Country groups particularly
at risk from loss and damage, notably the Alliance of
Small Island States (AOSIS) and the Least Developed
Countries (LDCs)4, have suggested in their submissions
certain features and functions which an international
mechanism might address. Three elements mentioned
in both these submissions are relevant to recall here, as
each of these relates somewhat differently to the
scientific assessment of different sectors and climate
phenomena presented in the rest of this paper:

2

http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2011/cop17/eng/09a02.pdf
Ibid.
4
the
submissions
can
be
found
here:
http://unfccc.int/documentation/submissions_from_parties/i
tems/5902.php.
3
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•
•

•

A risk management component to support and
promote risk assessment and risk management
tools and inform the other two components
An insurance component to help SIDS and
other particularly vulnerable developing
countries manage financial risk from
increasingly frequent and severe extreme
weather events through the design and
operationalization of risk management
products
A rehabilitation/compensatory component to
address the progressive negative impacts of
climate change, such as sea-level rise,
increasing land and ocean temperatures, and
ocean acidification.

While the exact form of the
international response is
not the focus of this paper,
the latest climate science
shows that at least for
some type of phenomena
enough is known to
provide critical
information for any
discussions on such
approaches and
mechanisms - in
particular heat waves,
droughts and sea-level
rise.
While the exact form of the international response (e.g.
through an international mechanism or other
approaches) are not the focus of this paper, the latest
climate science shows that at least for some type of
phenomena enough is known to provide critical
information for any discussions on such approaches
and mechanisms -- in particular heat waves, droughts
and sea-level rise. We consider risk of loss and damage
from these impacts, and the state of attribution science
-the degree to which a climate or weather event or its
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impact can be linked to a specific cause, i.e. either
natural or anthropogenic. We discuss two types of
phenomena: extreme events (heat waves, droughts,
floods, storms, etc.) and slow-onset events (slower
trends that increase the risk of crop failures, for
example, or increase sea-level and ocean acidification).
Slow-onset events also include the gradually
accumulating impacts of repeated extreme events, in
which each extreme event weakens the resilience
against the next event. Extreme events and slow onset
events are thus closely inter-related and their impacts
cannot always be segregated.

3. Risk of Loss and Damage
Impacts of both slow-onset and extreme events are
typically expressed in terms of either death toll, or
financial costs. As a result, published cost estimates are
‘conservative’ estimates, as many impacts, like losses in
the informal economy, of cultural heritage, or of
ecosystem services, are difficult to monetize and
therefore have been poorly reflected in the literature5.
The impact is a function of both the vulnerability and
the exposure of societies to them. The latter refers to
the presence of people and assets in areas subject to
hazards5. Future estimates of exposure and
vulnerability are derived from socio-economic
scenarios and strongly depend on assumptions of
socioeconomic
development,
demography,
urbanization, wealth and expenditures on protection
against hazards6.
Risk is defined as the product of the probability of an
event and the severity of its impact. A quantification of
loss and damage depends on data and assumptions
concerning a baseline, so that shifts in relevant
parameters over time can be assessed (e.g.,
temperature, sea level, return rates of extreme events).
For extreme events, part of the baseline is a stationary
climate probability, or frequency of occurrence, and
event-probability can be quantified by applying
statistical methods to either historical data or climate
model scenarios. The latter hinges on the climate
model adequately representing extreme-event
statistics, which may well be true for large-scale,
continent-wide heat extremes, but is more
questionable for storm, or precipitation events7.
Comparable methods have been applied to attribute
observed events to either natural, or human causes8-12.
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Climate modeling studies
have provided much more
confidence in attribution
of past extremes and in the
expected patterns of future
change.
Sea level will rise and oceans will acidify on a global
scale with increasing GHG emissions. In forecasting, the
distinguishing risk factor for slow-onset events like
these is the probability that a certain level is exceeded
at a certain point in time, while for hind casting, like
attributing changes observed so far, the key factor is
the probability that a certain part of the signal, like local
sea-level rise, is due to global climate change, rather
than local subsidence, or episodic local rises (e.g.
natural variability).
Indeed, for any global indicator, local severity and
timing of associated impacts, and hence local risk, will
be different. For sea level rise, for example, this would
require consideration of topography, asset distribution,
exposure, vulnerability etc), and the value of exposed
assets13. Monetization of these future impacts is
difficult, as they may include the cost of the relocation
of assets, permanent or long-term land loss, loss of
agricultural land, loss of ecosystem services (e.g., coral

reefs), loss of water access or availability, and even a
loss of sovereignty.
Below we review the literature on impacts that drive
loss and damage. First, the text box provides a
summary of the key findings of the IPCC Special Report
on Extremes (SREX)5. Although the SREX literature cutoff date (31 May 2011) is only one-and-a-half year ago,
a large amount of literature has appeared since then.
Climate modeling studies have provided much more
confidence in attribution of past extremes and in the
expected patterns of future change. The rest of the
paper provides a review of the more recent scientific
literature on both extreme and slow-onset events.

BOX: Key conclusions of the Summary for Policy Makers of IPCC’s Special Report on Extremes
Past climate trends and disaster losses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6

It is very likely that the number of warm days increased and cold nights decreased globally, which is
likely attributable to anthropogenic influences
With medium confidence, the length or the number of heat waves increased in many regions
There have been statistically significant trends in the number of heavy precipitation events in some
regions, while other regions have experienced more intense and longer droughts
With medium confidence, human influences have contributed to this intensification of extreme
precipitation at the global scale.
Confidence levels in any observed increases in tropical cyclone activity are low due to short or
inhomogeneous data series and large variability in the number and intensity of storms.
It is likely that extreme coastal high water increased due to sea level rise, which is likely attributable
to anthropogenic influence.
Total economic losses from weather and climate-related disasters increased over recent decades
Economic losses in terms of proportion of GDP are substantially higher in developing countries. Also
impact in terms of death toll from natural disasters is much higher in developing countries
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•
•

Economic losses from weather- and climate-related disasters have been heavily influenced by
increasing exposure over recent decades of both people and economic assets
There is limited to medium evidence available to assess climate-driven observed changes in the
magnitude of floods at regional scales

21st century projections in climate extremes and disaster losses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is virtually certain that the frequency of warm days will increase and cold nights decrease on a
global scale. Very likely the length, frequency or intensity of heat waves will increase.
The frequency of heavy precipitation likely increases over many areas, especially over tropical
regions and high latitudes. Over some catchments, the projected increase in heavy precipitation will
likely contribute to increases in local flooding.
With medium confidence droughts will intensify in some regions.
Maximum wind speed of tropical cyclones is likely to increase though the number of cyclones might
decrease or remain essentially unchanged.
Very likely mean sea level rise will contribute to upward trends in extreme coastal high water levels in
the future. Locations currently under threat, due to adverse impacts such as coastal erosion and
inundation, will continue to do so in the future.
Tropical small island states are especially at risk due to the combination of increased coastal high
waters due to sea level rise and the likely increase in tropical cyclone maximum wind speed.
Changes in extreme events have the largest impact on sectors that are closely linked to climate, such
as water resources and agriculture, but they are not the only drivers of future change.

4. Impacts: from present-day levels of
warming to 4°C warming

Climate change has
already led to drought,
water stress and
decreased production of
staple crops, including
maize and wheat, with
consequent impacts on
vulnerable economies
around the world.
The rise in sea level and increase in the frequency and
intensity of heat, drought and precipitation extremes
due to climate change have already impacted societies
and ecosystems and will have increasingly severe
impacts on societies and ecosystems in the 21st century.
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Impacts at present levels (0.8°C)
Climate change has already led to drought, water stress
and decreased production of staple crops, including
maize and wheat, with consequent impacts on
vulnerable economies around the world.

Though end-to-end
attribution science is in its
infancy, qualitatively the
causality between some
meteorological extremes
and their impact is clear.
As listed in Table 1, recent meteorological events that
have caused major damage to and disruption of
societies have been attributed to anthropogenic
climate change with medium to high confidence. To
attribute the impacts of these events to either natural
or anthropogenic forcings however remains
challenging and requires accurate knowledge of the
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vulnerability of societies or ecosystems to the
meteorological event in question. Such information is
often poorly quantified1. To date, only few end-to-end
attribution studies, i.e. attribution from greenhouse gas
forcing to impacts, have been published. One study
linked climate models with precipitation run-off
models, and showed that greenhouse gas forcing
substantially increased the risk of floods occurring in
England and Wales in autumn 200014. Though end-toend attribution science is in its infancy, qualitatively the
causality between some meteorological extremes and
their impact is clear.
Drought and water stress: Globally, warming-induced
drying has likely increased the area under drought by
8%15, increasing water-stress in vulnerable regions.
Since the 1960s, sown areas for all major crops were
increasingly affected by drought, with droughtaffected areas for maize more than doubling from
8.51% to 18.63%16. Anthropogenic greenhouse gas and
aerosol forcing are key attributable factors for the
increased drying in the Eastern Mediterranean8,
accumulating in several extremely dry-years in Syria
recently. The region is highly vulnerable to
meteorological drought, as the vast majority of crops in
the region are non-irrigated and therefore dependent
on winter-time precipitation17. In combination with
water mismanagement, the meteorological drought in
2008 thus rapidly led to water-stress with more than
40% of the cultivated land affected, strongly reducing
wheat and barley production17.
Crop yields: Warmer seasonal temperatures reduce
yields from annual crops like wheat and maize, since
the crop duration shortens. Since the 1980s, global
crop production has been negatively affected by
climate trends, with maize and wheat production
declining respectively 3.8% and 5.5% compared to a
case without climate trends18. More frequent and
intense extreme weather events, like drought and heat
waves, can severely damage crop yields and thereby
contribute to food price volatility19. Recent extreme
heat waves, of which some can be attributed to global
warming with medium to high confidence (see Table
1), caused severe damage to agricultural production in
Russia (2010)20, Texas (2011)21 and U.S. (2012)22. Wheat
production in Russia and Ukraine in 2010 was down by
~25% and ~20% respectively20. Disruptions in supply,
even when relatively small, can still generate large price
swings on the international market especially when
stocks are limited, and hence have strong effects on
vulnerable countries far removed from the location of
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the heat waves23. The production drop in 2010 caused
grain prices to increase on the international market and
the effect was magnified when the Russian
government banned grain export to protect local
consumers23 24. This can lead to a panic-driven price
spike due to a highly nonlinear process: Other major
exporting countries limit exports in response to
uncertainty in the global market, which in turn is
exacerbated by these bans23.
Ecosystem impacts: Climate change has already
clearly played a role in observed ecosystem changes.
Coral reefs are very sensitive to elevated sea
temperatures, which cause coral bleaching25. The
sensitivity is amplified by local pollution and other
human influences. Mass coral bleaching and mortality
events have been observed worldwide since the early
1980s and have affected reefs at regional scales26.
Recent modeling studies indicate that a 1oC warming
above pre-industrial levels, likely to be surpassed
already in the next decade, puts about 16% of reef
locations at risk27. Tree die-back related to heat and
drought has already been observed in boreal forest
over substantial areas of North America28. Also recent
unprecedented dry years in the western Amazon (2005
and 2010, see Table 1) caused massive tree mortality29.

Impacts at 1.5°C
A 1.5°C rise by 2100 would pose serious challenges
worldwide, especially in the LDCs, SIDS and Africa.
Drought and water stress: An estimated 75 to 250
million people would be at risk of increased water
stress in just the next few decades30. A robust response
in 21st century climate simulations is a decline in
subtropical precipitation and increase in high latitude
precipitation7,31. Thus, in general, precipitation changes
will increase water stress in regions that are already
drought-affected today. In Tanzania, reduced power
generation from hydro-electric plants (due to water
stress) alone is estimated to produce a climate-induced
loss in national GDP of up to 1.7% by 203032.
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A 1.5°C rise by 2100 would
pose serious challenges
worldwide, especially in
the LDCs, SIDS and
Africa.
Ecosystem impacts: Recent science shows that coral
reef ecosystems are likely to be extremely adversely
affected by the combined effects of ocean acidification
and warming, already at levels as low as 1.5°C27.
Sea-level rise: Sea level is projected to rise to 75 cm
above 2000 by 210033, With temperatures dropping
well below a 1.5°C increase, the rise might be stabilized
below levels 1.5 m in the longer term33. Sea-level rise of
only 45 cm would already result in a loss of 10% of land
area in Bangladesh, with flood risk increasing most
rapidly between 0 and 2°C warming34. Without
adaptation such moderate sea level rise will increase
the number of people flooded by storm surges more
than five fold, with South and South-east Asia being
especially at risk due to vulnerable low-lying and
populated deltas35.

Impacts at 2°C
Drought and water stress: For global warming up to
roughly 2.5°C36, the hydrological response is
approximately linear with regions experiencing drier
conditions under 1.5oC warming becoming even drier
under warmer conditions37. Severe and widespread
droughts would occur in the next 30–90 years over
many densely populated areas38, including regions like
southern Europe, Australia and large parts of Africa and
North and South America. The population at risk of
increased water stress would reach 350-600 million
people by 205030. Climate change is projected to
exacerbate water stress in countries that already need
to cope with water scarcity, in particular in Northern
Africa and the Middle East. In addition, in a 2oC world
additional countries would newly have to cope with
water-scarce mostly due to population changes rather
than climate change37.
Crop yields: Water- and heat-stress will negatively
affect crop yields in regions that are already drought
prone today, putting pressure on food security. Even
under low-emission scenarios, drought disaster
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frequency in major crop sowing areas is expected to
double16. Sub-Sahelian crop damages might exceed
7%, with a small chance of 27% damages39. In general,
models tend to underestimate the damaging effects of
temperature and drought extremes on crop yields19,40,
giving quantitative impact projections limited validity.
Field experiments have shown that crops are highly
sensitive to temperatures above thresholds of 30-36oC,
something which is not accounted for in most crop
models19,40. Therefore, crop models probably
underestimate yield losses for a +2oC by as much as
50% for some sowing dates19, an effect which is likely to
be significantly stronger for higher levels of warming.
Ecosystem impacts: 10-15% of Sub-Saharan
ecosystem species would be at risk of extinction30 and a
projected decrease in precipitation over the
Amazonian forests may result in substantial forest
retreat here41. At 2°C of warming roughly 25% of the
original land extent of the humid tropical forest is at
threat41.
Sea level rise: Sea level would rise to 80 cm above
2000 by 2100, only 5cm above 1.5oC projections, thus
resulting in comparable impacts by that time. However,
in contrast to warming that drops below 1.5°C, a longterm stabilization at 2°C warming implies a
commitment to continuous sea-level rise for centuries,
with levels to approach 3 m by 230033. The threshold
for the Greenland ice sheet to irreversibly melt down is
now estimated to be 1.6°C above preindustrial,
compared to the IPCC AR4 estimate of 3.1°C42.

Impacts at 4°C
4oC warming, as may be regarded as the currently most
likely scenario given the global community´s
insufficient pledges to limit and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, results in the most severe impacts, which
might largely be beyond the potential capacities of
adaptation. The conditions of some of the most
extraordinary heat waves experienced today will
become the new norm and a completely new class of
heat waves, with magnitudes never experienced
before, will occur regularly43,44. This will have severe but
as yet un-quantified impacts on agricultural production
and human health.
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4oC warming might
largely be beyond the
potential capacities of
adaptation.
Drought and water stress: Climate impacts become
large enough to dominate changes in water stress, and
the changes in water run-off projected for 4oC warming
are roughly double those of a 2oC world45. Timing of
warming is critical as the world population is expected
to grow until the second half of the 21st century. Under
high-emission scenarios, the adverse impacts on water
availability may thus coincide with maximum demand
as the world population peaks37. At 4oC, the proportion
of arid and semi-arid lands in Africa is likely to increase
by 5% to 8%46. When accounting for the amount of
water needed to produce a certain amount of food in a
given location, it is estimated that the global
population living in water-scarce countries will double
compared to today47.
Crop yields: Globally, drought disaster-affected areas
in major crop sowing areas are predicted to increase
three-fold (from 15.4% to 44.0%) in 210016. Crop yields
for maize are expected to decrease between -13% and 23% and for beans between -47% and -87%, implying
that “[…] the kind of changes that would occur in a 4oC
world would be way beyond anything experienced in
recent times”48. Wheat production is likely to disappear
from Africa by 208046, while millet yield in Sahelian
Africa is projected to decrease by 40%49.
Ecosystem impacts: In a 4°C world, climate change
may become the dominant driver of ecosystem shifts,
surpassing habitat destruction as the greatest threat to
biodiversity50,51. Due to ocean acidification, corals
around the world are likely to start dissolving above
550 ppm CO252. The Amazonian forest area is expected
to contract to 25% of its original size53 and up to 30% of
other tropical rainforests, in central Sumatra, Sulawesi,
India and the Philippines, is threatened by forest
retreat41. In Africa, 25%–42% of plant species could lose
all suitable range by 208554. The interactions between
impacts of climatic change, human actions (like
deforestation), and forest responses (like fire) represent
potential positive feedbacks that could lead to
widespread Amazon forest degradation or loss55.
Substantial loss of tropical forest would release large
amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, which
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would accelerate climate change further. Between 2°C
and 3°C of global-mean warming the global terrestrial
plants carbon sink is expected to strengthen, due to
the CO2 fertilization effect, but it is estimated to
saturate above 3°C56.
Climate change has the potential to catalyze rapid
shifts in dynamic, out-of-equilibrium ecosystems, such
as sudden forest loss or regional loss of agricultural
productivity due to desertification57. The ramifications
of these shifts would be far-reaching, ranging from
extensive loss of biodiversity and diminished land
cover, through to loss of ecosystems services58.
Ecosystem degradation diminishes biodiversity which
decreases the overall stability of the ecosystem again.
Recent work on competition and habitat suggests
models generally underestimate the impact of climate
change on biodiversity59. 4°C warming by 2100 would
likely result in global temperatures stabilizing at 6°C
above pre-industrial over the next few centuries60. The
most recent geological analogue for a 6°C world, the
Palaeocene-Eocene thermal maximum 55 million years
ago, saw a period of rapid global change, though still at
a slower pace than projected for a future 4-6°C world61.
No paleo-analogue exists for the rapid warming
projected under unmitigated climate change and it is
fair to say that this will lead at least to widespread
extinctions in ecosystems that are shown to have
happened 55 million years ago62.
Sea-level rise: Sea-level rise would exceed 1 m by
210033, while post-2100 sea-level is hard to project, due
to large knowledge gaps in understanding of the
response of the ice caps to such strong warming. The
potential impact of 1m sea-level rise or more would be
severe, with the real risk of the forced displacement of
up to 187 million people over the century (up to 2.4%
of global population)63. East Asia, South-east Asia and
South Asia would be expected to be most affected with
an expected 53-125 million people displaced. The small
islands states, Africa and parts of Asia are the most
likely to see coastal abandonment as the likelihood of
successful protection measures is lowest here. Coastal
cities in developing regions are especially vulnerable to
SLR, due to high population densities and the ofteninadequate urban planning and coastal protection.
Including demographic information, Brecht et al.64
estimate the future impact of climate change on storm
surges that will strike coastal populations, economies,
and ecosystems.
They identify 10 Asian cities that account for 50% of the
future exposure of SLR with over 40% falling on Manila,
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Karachi, and Jakarta alone. In Africa, countries with the
highest total impacts under a 126 cm SLR scenario are
Egypt, Mozambique and Nigeria with respectively 8, 5
and 3 million people displaced annually65. The impacts
on 15 Caribbean countries of 1 and 2 m of sea-level rise
were estimated at an annual capital costs between US
$26 to US $60.7 billion (equivalent to between 6.2 and
12% of projected GDP in 2050) in the absence of
adaptation, either through structural protection or
planned retreat and replacement of vulnerable
infrastructure assets13.
The frequency of the most damaging (category 4 and 5)
Atlantic tropical cyclones is projected to nearly double
by the end of the 21st century66. New research shows
mortality risk depends on tropical cyclone intensity,
exposure, levels of poverty and governance67.

‘Residual’ Impacts at different warming levels
Some impacts can be avoided or minimized through
anticipatory adaptation (e.g., use of drought-resilient
crops, retrofitting buildings to withstand more frequent
or severe tropical storms, strengthening coastal zones,
etc.), but some impacts will be unavoidable (e.g.,
permanent land loss due to sea level rise). A recent
attempt68 to illustrate the relationship between
adaptation and loss and damage shows that an
increase in global temperatures from 2°C to 3°C for
several regions of particular relevance to LDCs will
greatly increase loss and damage relative to GDP (see
Figure 1) and outpace what can be achieved through
adaptation. Even at 2°C adaptation only avoid a minor
part of projected loss and damage.
The assessment summarized in Figure 1 is based on
monetized impacts and derives so-called ‘residual
damage’ from these impacts, as a proxy for loss and
damage. ‘Residual damage’ refers to damage that
results when adaptation is implemented only to the
level beyond which further adaptation efforts would
become more expensive than the monetary value of
damages they would prevent. However, the

monetization of impacts and residual damages is both
problematic and often highly controversial for many
types of loss, for example loss of lives, health,
ecosystems and cultural values. Efforts to extend
adaptation beyond what is ‘optimal’ based on
monetized cost-benefit analysis might therefore
needed to reduce loss and damage.

Efforts to extend
adaptation beyond what is
‘optimal’ based on
monetized cost-benefit
analysis might be needed
to reduce loss and
damage.
5. Recent progress in attribution

Recent studies provide
strong additional evidence
that heat waves and
precipitation extremes will
greatly increase in a
warming climate and have
in fact already done so.
Improvements in climate models, i.e. Ref. 69, and the
application of novel statistical analysis70-72 have given
much higher confidence in that some observed

Figure 1: Illustration of regional monetized costs of adaptation and ‘residual damage’ (see text) for 2 and 3°C
warming above pre-industrial. Adapted from Hof et al.68
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(qualitative) confidence level that these events can be
attributed to 20th century climatic warming.

extremes, notably heat waves, can be attributed to
climatic warming. Recent studies provide strong
additional evidence that heat waves and precipitation
extremes will greatly increase in a warming climate and
have in fact already done so3,15,73,74. For other extremes,
like storms, the evidence is still less conclusive.
Table 1 provides a list of record-breaking meteorological
extremes that occurred since the start of the 21st
century, their estimated impact on societies and the

Table 1: Selection of record-breaking meteorological events since 2000, their societal impacts and confidence level5
that it can be attributed to climate change. Adapted from Ref. 3.

Region (Year)
England
(2000)

and

Meteorological Record-breaking Event
Wales

Wettest autumn on record since 1766.
Several short-term rainfall records75

Confidence in attribution
to climate change
Medium based on14,76,77

Impact, costs
~£1.3 billion14

Europe (2003)

hottest summer in at least 500 years78

High based on 12,73,74,79

Death toll exceeding 70,00080

England
and Wales (2007
Southern
Europe (2007)
Eastern Mediterranean,
Middle-East
(2008)
Victoria (Aus) (2009)

May to July wettest since records began in
176681
hottest summer on record in Greece since
189182
Driest winter since 1902 44

Medium based on 14,76

Major flooding causing ~£3 billion damage

Medium

based

on

Devastating wildfires

11,73,74,83,84

High based on 8,85

Substantial damage to cereal production 86

Heat wave breaking many station
temperature records (32-154 years of data)87

Medium based on 11,73,74

Worst bushfires on record, 173 deaths, 3500
houses destroyed87

Western
Russia (2010)

Hottest summer since 150020

Medium

Pakistan (2010)

Rainfall records89

Low to Medium based on

Eastern Australia (2010)

Highest December rainfall ever recorded
since 190093
Heaviest rains since records started in 196995

Low to Medium based on

500 wildfires around Moscow, crop failure of
~25%, death toll ~55,000, ~US$15B economic
losses20
Worst flooding in its history, nearly 3000
deaths, affected 20M people92.
Brisbane flooding in Jan 2011, costing 23 lives
and estimated $2.55 billion94
47 deaths, 80 missing95

based

on

10,11,70,73,74,84,88

90,91

Colombia (2010)

90

Low to Medium based on
90

Western Amazon (2010)
Western Europe (2011)
Texas, Oklahoma, New
Mexico and Louisiana
(US) (2011)

Continental U.S. (2012)

5

Drought, record low water level in Rio
Negro29
Hottest and driest spring on record in France
since 188096
Record-breaking summer heat and drought
since 188098,99

July warmest month on record since 1895101
associated with severe drought conditions

Low 29
Medium based on 11,73,74,97

Area with significantly increased tree mortality
spanning3.2 million km29
French grain harvest down by 12%

High based on 11,84,99,100

Wildfires burning 3 million acres (preliminary
impact of $6 to $8 billion)21

Medium based on 11,84,100

Abrupt global food price increase due to crop
losses22

High confidence levels have been assigned to those events for which the long-term trend of the relevant meteorological
variable and the event itself have been attributed to anthropogenic forcing. These criteria have been fulfilled for several heat
waves, including the Russian heat wave of 201010,11,70,84. For the latter, however, one study88 did not detect any anthropogenic
signal and thus confidence level for this event has been set to medium. Other type of extremes have lower confidence levels
based on the available literature.
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The confidence levels assigned here refers to the
attribution of the meteorological event itself, but not
necessarily of its societal impact. Nevertheless, the
impacts of many of the events listed clearly have been
devastating to societies in terms of human toll, or
infrastructural or agricultural damage. The majority of
literature studies in Table 1 focused on impacts in
developed countries. However, IPCC SREX found that
over 95% of deaths from natural disasters occurred in
developing countries between 1970 and 2008.

Heat waves
The second half of the 20th century has seen an
approximate global-mean warming of 0.5oC. Over this
same time frame, monthly70,74 and seasonal73
temperature extremes have increased strongly.
Extremely hot summer months and seasons (as listed in
Table 1) would almost certainly not have occurred in
the absence of global warming73,74. Moreover, climate
modeling studies have shown that the increased
frequency in very warm monthly and seasonal
temperatures can be directly attributed to human
influence11,97,100,102. Also individual heat waves, like the
ones in Europe in 200312, Russia in 201010 and Texas in
201199, have been attributed to greenhouse gas forcing
and are now many times more likely than in the 1960s.
The impacts of these events have been devastating for
many countries (see Table 1 - right column). Thus the
limited global-mean warming over the past half
century has already strongly increased the occurrence
probability of regional heat extremes.
Over the next century, climate models project up to 6oC
warming compared to pre-industrial103, and thus
monthly43,44 and seasonal7,104,105 heat extremes are
projected to increase strongly. Diffenbaugh and
Scherer104 demonstrated that many areas of the globe
are likely to permanently move into a new climatic
regime, whereby the coolest warm-season of the 21st
century is hotter than the hottest warm-season of the
late 20th century. The tropics are especially vulnerable
to unprecedented heat extremes44,104, exhibiting a 50%
likelihood of permanently moving into a novel seasonal
heat regime already in the next two decades104.
Even if the global-mean temperature increase remains
below the 2oC target, large regions could experience
seasonal extremes with high regularity105. Under 4oC
warming, the conditions experienced during some
recent extraordinary heat waves (in Europe, Greece,
U.S. and Russia, see Table 1) will effectively become the
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norm and a completely new class of heat waves, with
magnitudes never experienced before in the 20th
century, is projected to occur regularly43,44. Also heat
extremes on shorter (e.g. daily) time scales will increase
in accord with the seasonal amplification, underlining
the importance of the latter 7.

Precipitation and drought extremes
Based on physical principles, warming of the lower
atmosphere is expected to strengthen the water cycle,
as warmer air can hold more moisture3,106. Such
strengthening causes dry regions to become drier and
wet regions to become wetter, something which is also
predicted by climate models106. Recently, this global
water cycle intensification has indeed been detected in
changing precipitation patterns over oceans over the
last 50 years, revealing that it occurs at a rate twice that
predicted by the models107.

Under 4oC warming a
completely new class of
heat waves, with
magnitudes never
experienced before in the
20th century, is projected
to occur regularly.
Apart from this thermodynamic mechanism, changes in
atmospheric circulation patterns can also strongly
affect the frequency of precipitation extremes. Latest
observational and modeling studies indicate that
anthropogenic aerosol forcing played a key role in
changing precipitation patterns8,108,109.
These mechanisms contributed to the observed
increase in global aridity since the 1970s, which has
been about 1.74% per decade, though natural cycles
have played a role as well85,110. Warming-induced
drying, i.e. more evaporation, likely increased the areas
under drought by about 8% by the first decade of this
century15. Focusing on the Mediterranean region,
Hoerling et al8 show that the long-term wintertime
drying here can be attributed to anthropogenic aerosol
and greenhouse gas forcing. Also, individual drought
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events, like the ones in Texas and East Africa in 2011
have become much more likely due to climate change
since the 1960s99,111. For the African event, Funk111
concludes that anomalously high sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) in nearby oceans were important
and those can largely be attributed themselves to
anthropogenic green house gas forcing112. Record high
tropical SSTs in 2010 also provided a source of
unusually
abundant
atmospheric
moisture
contributing to flooding in Pakistan, Colombia and
Queensland90, causing widespread havoc in these
countries (see Table 1). Also, the intensification of
heavy precipitation over large swathes of land in the
Northern Hemisphere during the latter half of the 20th
century has been linked to increases in greenhouse
gasses directly76,113. Over some regions, this has
substantially increased the risk of damage from the
associated flooding14. Confidence levels for attribution
of heavy rainfall extremes is generally lower than those
for heat extremes as they are less-well represented in
climate models3. This is true for future precipitation
changes as well7. Still, some robust features appear:
Increasing dryness over sub-tropical regions7,31 and
more intense and frequent heavy precipitation over
tropics114 and Northern high-latitudes7. Over regions
where temperature and precipitation head in opposite
directions, severe drought conditions are expected by
the late half of this century. These areas include densely
populated regions like Europe, the U.S., Brazil, southern
Africa and southeast Asia15.

Increasing dryness over
sub-tropical regions and
more intense and frequent
heavy precipitation over
tropics.
Sea level rise
Global mean sea level rise (SLR) has accelerated from
about 1.7 mm/yr during the 20th century to about 3
mm/yr since the beginning of the 1990s115. Regionally
SLR can be substantially larger, as seen for instance in
the tropical Western Pacific with a rate three times
larger than the global mean116. The largest
contributions to SLR come from the thermal expansion
of the upper ocean layers and melting of mountain
glaciers followed by melting of the large ice sheets115.
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Recent dynamic mass losses of the Greenland ice sheet
(GIS) have raised concerns about its long-term
contribution to SLR. Latest observations confirm an
overall acceleration of marine-terminating glaciers,
showing that their present rate of retreat is more
widespread than during earlier periods of the 20th
century117,118.

Even an abrupt switch to
zero-emissions would
practically have limited
effect on sea level over the
coming 100 years, due to
the slow response of large
ice sheets and the deep
ocean…
Physics-based models have underestimated SLR,
compared to observed levels119. Projecting specific
levels of SLR into the future is still associated with large
uncertainties, in the first place due to uncertainties in
the response of the large ice sheets115,120. Since physicsbased models cannot accurately reproduce observed
SLR, scientists have relied on semi-empirical models to
project future SLR119,121. For high emission scenarios
(reaching about 4oC warming by 2100), these models
predict SLR in the range of 80 to 115 cm above 1990 by
2100, with values that are regionally up to 20% higher
possible122,123. Limiting global-mean warming to 2oC will
reduce this predicted SLR range by only about 20 cm.
Even an abrupt switch to zero-emissions would
practically have limited effect on sea level over the
coming 100 years, due to the slow response of large ice
sheets and the deep ocean120, avoiding about half of
the sea-level rise of a high-emission scenario.
However, the scale of mitigation over the coming years
will have a strong effect on the rate of rise by 2100 and
are crucial for SLR in the centuries thereafter, which
could diverge by meters if the effects of the most
ambitious 21st century mitigation scenarios are
compared to unmitigated warming120.
Also, high-emission scenarios increase the risk of
crossing a potential tipping point threshold, which
could result in ice sheet collapse123,124.
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Ocean acidification
Increasing CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere lead
directly to ocean acidification. The ocean has already
increased in acidity by approximately 30% since preindustrial times125, as a result of increasing CO2
concentrations in the atmosphere, with negative
impacts on coral reefs and related ecosystems. A
further deterioration of coral reefs will have negative
impacts on dependent species, fisheries, coastal
protection and tourism in many regions.
The atmospheric CO2 concentration has surpassed 390
ppm recently, which has led to increased absorption of
CO2 by the oceans and an increase of the ocean’s
acidity, estimated at a reduction of 0.1 units of pH since
pre-industrial125. A lower pH value indicates higher
acidity and since pH is a logarithmic scale, a reduction
of 0.1 represents approximately a 30% increase in
acidity. Higher acidity of ocean waters leads to reduced
availability of calcium carbonate (aragonite), the
resource vital for coral species and ecosystems to build
skeletons and shells. Reduced reef calcification due to
acidification has been observed in the last decades126128
. Especially vulnerable are warm-water coral reefs,
cold-water corals and ecosystems in the Southern
Ocean. Identified impacts of reduced pH on these
systems are a reduction in coral calcification (reduced
growth), coral skeleton weakening and reduced
resilience to high-temperature events, i.e. increased risk
of bleaching due to rising temperature of surface
waters129.
IPCC AR4 projections for SRES scenarios indicate a
further increase of the ocean’s acidity of 0.14 to 0.35
units of pH over the 21st Century125 (equivalent to an
increase in acidity of 80-180% since pre-industrial). A
recent review shows that the anthropogenic rate of
carbon input into the oceans appears to be greater
than during any of the ocean acidification events
identified so far over the geological past, dating back
millions of years and including mass-extinction
events130.
If atmospheric CO2 reaches 450 ppm, coral reef growth
around the world is expected to slow down
considerably and at 550 ppm reefs will start to
dissolve52,131. The effects of acidification have already
been observed and will gradually worsen as
acidification increases. Hence, reduced growth, coral
skeleton weakening and increased temperature
dependence will start to affect coral reefs below 450
ppm. A deterioration of coral reefs will have negative
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impacts on dependent species, fisheries, coastal
protection and tourism in many regions.

…a CO2 level of below 350
ppm is required for the
long-term survival of coral
reefs…
A recent assessment concludes that a CO2 level of
below 350 ppm is required for the long-term survival of
coral reefs, if multiple stressors are included, like high
ocean surface-water temperature events, sea-level rise
and deterioration in water quality132. A scenario that is
consistent with a 1.5°C warming limit may start to
approach a CO2 concentration of 350 ppm by the end
of this century133.

6. Conclusions
Climate change impacts related to, for example,
ecosystems, food and water security, extreme events,
ocean acidification, sea-level rise and rate of sea-level
rise, are all projected to worsen considerably if
warming is allowed to increase beyond 1.5 and 2°C.
Hence, loss and damage is strongly reduced by
successful and deep mitigation, but even at 2°C
warming loss and damages will be high for several
regions relevant for LDCs, and loss and damage will
outstrip the impacts possibly avoided by successful
adaptation.

…loss and damage is
strongly reduced by
successful and deep
mitigation…
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…but even at 2°C
warming loss and
damages will be high for
several regions relevant
for LDCs, and loss and
damage will outstrip the
impacts possibly avoided
by successful adaptation.
Recent progress in impacts science shows that for
several categories of impacts, like heat waves, droughts
and sea-level rise, attribution to human-induced
climate change has become possible. As warming
intensifies in the coming decades, the signal from these
and other climate impacts will become stronger and
thus detection and attribution will become statistically
more significant. Attribution science currently is in its
infancy, but rapidly developing and near real-time
attribution of extreme events shortly after their
occurrence is becoming possible69. In the next decade,
methods and models will improve further which should
enable us to accurately quantify other impacts, like
heavy precipitation events and ocean acidification as
well. In the mean time, our scientific understanding
today already allows for the design of a mechanism to
manage loss and damage and start its operation.

…our scientific
understanding today
already allows for the
design of a mechanism to
manage loss and damage
and start its operation.
Our assessment shows that since IPCC’s Special Report
on Extremes, improved data and methodologies have
strongly increased our confidence in attribution of
observed upward trends in heat waves, as well as of
individual heat waves to anthropogenic climate
change. The situation is similar for drought extremes.
Clearly, observed heat and drought extremes have had
severe impacts on agricultural production and will
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continue to do so in the future. This means that for
these events increased frequency due to climate
change can be derived, and hence increased loss and
damage attributed to climate change. A helpful
approach would be to estimate increased probabilities
for each climatic zone, such as the 26 regions defined
by SREX, as on this sub-continental scale both models
and observations tend to provide statistically robust
results.
Although other non-climate factors may amplify
vulnerability and exposure, it should be possible for
each case to disentangle loss and damage due to
global climate-change from local trends that increase
vulnerability. In the Pacific, a study has succeeded in
identifying the anthropogenic contribution to sea level
rise, as distinct from natural variability, and vertical
ground motion134. However, it is an ethical, not
scientific, question to what extent a country can be
demanded to not make full social and economic use of
areas vulnerable to climate change. In other words,
should activities that increase exposure in vulnerable
regions be a reason to forfeit a country’s right to, for
example, rehabilitation or compensation under an
international loss and damage mechanism?
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